Abstract. Let f be a transcendental entire function, and let U, V ⊂ C be disjoint simply-connected domains. Must one of f −1 (U ) and f −1 (V ) be disconnected? In 1970, Baker [Bak70] implicitly gave a positive answer to this question, in order to prove that a transcendental entire function cannot have two disjoint completely invariant domains. (A domain U ⊂ C is completely invariant under f if f −1 (U ) = U .) It was recently observed by Julien Duval that there is a flaw in Baker's argument (which has also been used in later generalisations and extensions of Baker's result). We show that the answer to the above question is negative; so this flaw cannot be repaired. Indeed, for the function f (z) = e z + z, there is a collection of infinitely many pairwise disjoint simply-connected domains, each with connected preimage. We also answer a long-standing question of Eremenko by giving an example of a transcendental meromorphic function, with infinitely many poles, which has the same property.
Introduction
Almost half a century ago, Baker [Bak70] proved that a transcendental entire function cannot have two disjoint completely invariant domains; in particular, the Fatou set of such a function has either one or infinitely many connected components. (Since we do not focus on dynamics in this paper, we refer to [Ber93] for background and definitions.) However, in 2016 Julien Duval observed that there is a flaw in Baker's proof. It follows that the question of whether a transcendental entire function can have two disjoint completely invariant domains remains open. The same flaw is also found in several subsequent proofs, which aimed to sharpen or generalise Baker's original result.
Baker's proof in [Bak70] is topological, rather than dynamical, and (if correct) would give a positive answer to the following question.
Question (Connected preimages of simply-connected domains).
If f is a transcendental entire function, and G 1 and G 2 are disjoint simply-connected domains, then is it true that at least one of f −1 (G 1 ) and f −1 (G 2 ) is disconnected?
The main aim of this article is to give a negative answer to Question 1.1.
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Theorem (Connected preimages).
Let f (z) = e z + z. Then there is an infinite sequence (U j ) ∞ j=1 of pairwise disjoint simplyconnected domains such that f −1 (U j ) is connected for all j.
Although Theorem 1.2 does not answer Baker's original question about completely invariant domains, it shows that his purely topological argument cannot be repaired. New ingredients, which involve the dynamics of the function under consideration, would therefore be required to resolve this problem.
While the function f in Theorem 1.2 is rather simple, the structure of the domains (U j ) is very complicated; they are constructed through a careful recursive procedure that is somewhat reminiscent of the famous "Lakes of Wada". We show that some similar complexity is necessary, by establishing that the answer to Question 1.1 is positive when certain additional hypotheses are imposed on the domains G 1 and G 2 . In the statement of the following theorem, S(f ) denotes the closure of the set of all critical and finite asymptotic values of f in C. Also, S is the Speiser class, consisting of those transcendental entire functions f for which S(f ) is finite. Note that part (h) of this theorem is an immediate consequence of [BE08a, Theorem 1], which does not depend on Baker's argument, and is included here only for completeness.
Theorem (Disconnected preimages).
Suppose that f is a transcendental entire function, and that G 1 , G 2 are disjoint simplyconnected domains such that f −1 (G 1 ) is connected. If any of the following conditions hold, then f −1 (G 2 ) is disconnected.
(a) G 1 is bounded and its closure does not separate G 2 from infinity.
(d) The domain f −1 (G 1 ) contains two asymptotic curves tending to different transcendental singularities of f −1 . (e) There exists ξ ∈ ∂G 1 ∩ ∂G 2 such that ξ is accessible from both G 1 and G 2 . (f ) Infinity is accessible from G 1 . (g) G 1 ∩ G 2 = ∅. (h) f has an omitted value.
Remark. In condition (d), an asymptotic curve is a curve to ∞ along which f converges to an asymptotic value a ∈Ĉ. Two curves tend to the same singularity over a if they tend to infinity within the same connected component of f −1 (∆), for every connected open neighbourhood ∆ of a; compare [BE95] . In particular, (d) holds whenever G 1 contains two different asymptotic values, or contains one asymptotic value a such that the preimage of any small disc around a has at least two connected components that are mapped by f with infinite degree.
Turning briefly to the dynamics of transcendental entire functions, the following is an easy consequence of Theorem 1.3, and is at least a partial result towards the one proved in [Bak70] . ( We again refer to [Ber93] for definitions.)
Corollary (Completely invariant domains).
Suppose that f is a transcendental entire function, and that G 1 , G 2 are distinct Fatou components of f . If any of the conditions of Theorem 1.3 hold, then at most one of G 1 and G 2 is completely invariant.
Observe that a Siegel disc cannot be completely invariant, as the map is injective thereon. Moreover, infinity is accessible from any Baker domain by definition. Hence, if f has more than one completely invariant Fatou component, each such component must be an attracting or parabolic basin.
Other examples. We also exhibit three other functions having properties similar to those in Theorem 1.2. First we consider the case of meromorphic functions. There are straightforward examples of meromorphic functions with two simply-connected domains each with connected preimage. For example, we can take f (z) = tan z, and let G 1 , G 2 be the upper and lower half-plane respectively. In a question closely related to Question 1.1, Eremenko [Ere13] asked whether a non-constant meromorphic function can have three disjoint simply-connected regions each with connected preimage. We show that this is indeed possible, even for a meromorphic function with infinitely many poles.
Theorem (Meromorphic functions and connected preimages).
Let f (z) = tan z + z. Then there is an infinite sequence (U j ) ∞ j=1 of pairwise disjoint simply-connected domains such that f −1 (U j ) is connected for all j.
Remark.
Note that another meromorphic example can be obtained directly from Theorem 1.2 by post-composing the function z → e z + z with a fractional linear transformation that takes a point of C \ (U 1 ∪ U 2 ) to infinity.
We next ask whether condition (c) in Theorem 1.3 can be weakened to require only that f ∈ B. Here B is the Eremenko-Lyubich class consisting of those transcendental entire functions for which the set of singular values is bounded. We show that this is not the case. We also use this example to show that the domains with connected preimages can be bounded.
Theorem (Connected preimages in B).
There is a transcendental entire function f ∈ B such that there is an infinite sequence (U j ) ∞ j=1 of pairwise disjoint simply-connected domains such that f −1 (U j ) is connected for all j. Moreover, these domains can be taken to be bounded.
Our final example addresses the question whether condition (d) in Theorem 1.3 can be weakened to require only that f −1 (G 1 ) contains some asymptotic curve. Again, this is not the case.
Theorem (Examples with asymptotic values).
There exists a transcendental entire function f and pairwise disjoint simply-connected domains U and V , each with connected preimage and each containing exactly one asymptotic value of f .
The asymptotic values in our example are in fact logarithmic asymptotic values (see Section 6). In [EL92, Lemma 11], it is stated that any completely invariant domain of an entire function must contain all logarithmic asymptotic values of f . However, the proof uses Baker's flawed argument, and would again imply that any simply-connected domain with connected preimage contains all such values. Hence, Theorem 1.8 shows that this proof also cannot be repaired. Compare the discussion in Section 9.
Topological results. Theorems 1.2, 1.5 and 1.7 all follow from our main construction, which is topological in nature. We begin with some preliminary definitions.
Definition (Branched coverings).
A function f : X → Y between oriented topological surfaces is a branched covering if every point w ∈ Y has a simply-connected neighbourhood D ⊂ Y with the following property. IfD ⊂ X is a connected component of f −1 (D), thenD is simply-connected and f :D → D maps like z → z d (up to orientation-preserving homeomorphisms), for some d ≥ 1.
If f is a branched covering, then we denote by CV(f ) the set of critical values of f , and by C(f ) the set of critical points of f .
Our construction applies to a certain class of branched coverings, which we define as follows.
Definition (Vanilla functions).
Let f : X → Y be a branched covering between non-compact simply-connected surfaces X and Y . We say that f is vanilla if all the following conditions hold. We are now able to state our main topological result.
Theorem (Connected preimages for vanilla functions).
Let f : X → Y be vanilla. Then there exist disjoint simply-connected domains U, V ⊂ Y such that f −1 (U ) and f −1 (V ) are connected.
Observe that by part (b) of Theorem 1.3, the domains U and V from Theorem 1.11 must both contain infinitely many critical values of f . It follows easily that the restriction f : f −1 (V ) → V is itself again vanilla, and hence we can apply Theorem 1.11 again, obtaining two simply-connected subdomains of V , each with connected preimage. Continuing inductively, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary (Infinitely many domains with connected preimages).
Let f : X → Y be vanilla. Then there is an infinite sequence (U j ) ∞ j=1 of pairwise disjoint simply-connected subdomains of Y such that f −1 (U j ) is connected for all j.
Remark (Common boundaries).
By a relatively straightforward modification to the construction in Theorem 1.11, we can ensure additionally that ∂U = ∂V ; see Observation 4.5. With a more complicated modification, we can even ensure that the infinitely many domains of Corollary 1.12 have a common boundary. We omit the detail in order to keep our presentation as simple as possible.
Structure. The structure of this paper is as follows. To help orient the reader, we begin by giving an outline of the proof of Theorem 1.11 in Section 2. In Section 3 we collect preliminary results relating to branched coverings and vanilla maps. Section 4 is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 1.11. In Section 5 we deduce Theorems 1.2, 1.5 and 1.7. The proof of Theorem 1.8 is carried out in Section 6, using a modification of our main construction. In Section 7 we discuss the error in Baker's original proof, and then prove Theorem 1.3 in Section 8. Finally, in Section 9 we give details of the papers and results that are affected by the flawed proofs mentioned earlier.
Notation and terminology. The (Euclidean) open ball of radius r > 0 around a ∈ C is denoted by B(a, r) = {z : |z − a| < r}. If X, Y ⊂ C are sets such that X lies in a bounded component of the complement of Y , then we say that Y surrounds X.
Suppose that X is a surface (or any topological space), and let A ⊂ X. We denote the closure of A by A or cl(A). If B ⊂ A is connected, the connected component of A containing B is denoted by comp B (A). When x ∈ A, we write comp x (A) . . = comp {x} (A). Finally we setĈ . . = C ∪ {∞}.
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An overview of the construction
Recall that our main result is Theorem 1.11. For a vanilla function f , this theorem asserts the existence of two disjoint simply-connected domains U and V , each with connected preimage. Theorems 1.2, 1.5 and 1.7 follow quickly once Theorem 1.11 is established. Theorem 1.11 will be proved by an explicit, but rather complicated, construction of the domains U and V . For the benefit of the reader, we give a rough outline of our strategy in this section. We stress that this sketch is not intended to be precise. We note also that more general constructions are possible, but these have additional complexity, which we seek to avoid; the principal goal of this paper is to establish the three examples in Theorems 1.2, 1.5 and 1.7.
Recall from the introduction that a vanilla function has a set of critical values with particularly simple properties. It follows from these properties any two vanilla functions are in fact topologically equivalent, and hence have the same combinatorial structure. One way of expressing this combinatorial structure is as follows (see Proposition 3.3); there is an increasing sequence of Jordan domains (D n ) ∞ n=1 such that each D n contains exactly n critical values, and such that there is a preimage componentD n of D n that contains all the critical preimages of these critical values.
The domains U and V will be obtained as increasing unions of simply-connected domains U k , V k ⊂ D n k , where n k is a sequence tending to infinity and the D n are the Jordan domains mentioned above. Here the domains U k and V k are disjoint and have the following straightforward relationship to the critical values; there are connected
(That is, all critical points corresponding to critical values in D n k belong to eitherŨ k orṼ k .) We shall call (D n k , U k , V k ) a partial configuration. Compare Proposition 4.2 and Figure 1 . Given a partial configuration (D n k , U k , V k ), the crux of the proof is to construct a subsequent partial configuration (D n k+1 , U k+1 , V k+1 ) with n k+1 > n k , V k+1 = V k , and, most importantly, such thatŨ k+1 contains all the preimage components of U k inD n k .
This construction is given in Proposition 4.3; compare Figures 2 and 3. We choose n k+1 so that D n k+1 \ D n k contains the same number of critical values as V k . We then create U k+1 by adding a thin "snake" to U k that "wraps around" all these critical values and also V k , and then includes the critical values. It is shown that this domain U k+1 has the required properties. Proving that there is a preimage component of U k+1 that does indeed contain all the preimage components of U k is the point at which we rely on the simple properties of the preimages of partial configurations.
At the next stage we reverse the roles of U k and V k , and then iterate the two steps of this process infinitely often. Finally we set U = U k and V = V k . It is then shown to follow from the construction that f −1 (U ) and f −1 (V ) are indeed connected, and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.11.
Preliminary results
We require two simple results concerning branched coverings. The first we use frequently, without comment.
Proposition (Preimages of simply-connected domains).
Let f : X → Y be a branched covering between non-compact simply-connected surfaces. Suppose that U ⊂ Y is a simply-connected domain, and thatŨ is a component of f −1 (U ) such thatŨ ∩C(f ) is finite. Then f :Ũ → U is a proper map, andŨ is simply-connected.
If additionally U is bounded by a Jordan curve in Y that contains no critical values of f , thenŨ is also bounded by a Jordan curve in Y .
Remark. Note that any non-compact simply-connected surface is homeomorphic to the plane. In particular, f is topologically equivalent either to an entire function C → C or a holomorphic map D → C.
Proof. The fact that any pre-image component of a simply-connected domain is simplyconnected follows from the fact that f is an open mapping. If f :Ũ → U was not a proper map, and hence had infinite degree, it would have to contain infinitely many critical points, essentially by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula. See [BFR15, Proposition 2.8], where an analogous result is stated for entire functions; the proof is purely topological and applies equally in our setting.
Likewise, the final claim of the proposition is proved for entire functions in [BFR15, Proposition 2.9 (3)], and again the proof applies in our setting.
Proposition (Entire functions and branched coverings).
Suppose that f is an entire function, and that U ⊂ C is a simply-connected domain such that U contains no asymptotic values and U ∩ CV(f ) is discrete. Then f is a branched covering from each component of f −1 (U ) to U .
Proof. This is clear from the definition.
We also need two structural results that are useful when studying vanilla functions.
Proposition (Increasing sequence of Jordan domains).
Let f : X → Y be vanilla, and let c be a critical point of f . Then there is an increasing
, and the following hold for all n ≥ 1:
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that X = Y = C and that c = f (c) = 0.
Proof. Let V be a ball around 0 such that
Note that this is possible since B(0, R) ∩ CV(f ) is finite, and each point in this set only has one preimage in C(f ). Let U 1 be a Jordan domain containing f (V ), and . . = 1, and let D 1 be any small disc around 0 not containing any other critical values in its closure. If n j and D n j have been defined, let R ≥ j be sufficiently large that D n j ⊂ B(0, R). Then apply the claim to obtain a domain U ⊃ D n j . Set n j+1
. . = #(U ∩ CV(f )), and D n j+1 . . = U . Then the domains (D n j ) satisfy all requirements in the statement of the proposition. It remains to define D n for the remaining values of n.
We next construct the domains D n for n j < n < n j+1 by removing thin slits containing critical values in U n j+1 . More precisely, suppose that N 1 , N 2 are such that N 1 < N 2 − 1, D N 1 and D N 2 have been defined, but D n has not yet been defined for N 1 < n < N 2 . Set n . . = N 2 − 1, and construct D n from D N 2 as follows. For each critical value v in D N 2 \ D N 1 , let γ v again be an arc connecting v to ∂D N 2 , not intersecting ∂D N 1 , and such that different arcs are pairwise disjoint.
For each such v, Set
. Then, by construction,Ũ contains n = N 2 − 1 critical points. Slightly shrinking U if necessary, we obtain a disc D n with Then there is a Jordan arc τ connecting f (ζ) to ∂D n+1 and lying in the annulus D n+1 \ D n apart from its endpoints, such that comp ζ (f −1 (τ )) contains the unique critical point c of f inD n+1 \D n .
Proof. Note that f :D n → D n has degree n + 1, while f :D n+1 → D n+1 has degree n + 2, by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula. HenceD n+1 contains exactly one component U of f −1 (D n ) different fromD n , and U is mapped conformally to D n . Choose an arc τ 0 connecting f (ζ) to ∂D n+1 lying in the annulus D n+1 \D n and passing through the critical value f (c ). Then comp c (f −1 (τ 0 )) contains two points of f −1 (f (ζ)). One of these points must be the unique preimage of ζ on ∂U , while the other is some point ζ 0 ∈ Ξ . . = f −1 (f (ζ)) ∩ ∂D n . Now consider what happens when we apply j Dehn twists to τ 0 near ∂D n , for 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, obtaining curves τ j . Each τ j has the same properties as τ 0 above; let ζ j be the unique element of Ξ in comp c (f −1 (τ j )). Since f : ∂D n → ∂D n is a degree n covering map of circles, the values of ζ j cycle through all the elements of Ξ. Hence, there is some j such that ζ j = ζ, and we can take τ = τ j .
As mentioned in the previous section, it follows that any two vanilla functions are topologically equivalent. Although we will not use this fact directly in the following, we give a proof for completeness.
Corollary (Topological uniqueness).
Suppose that f 1 :
be as in Proposition 3.3, for j = 1, 2. We inductively specify homeomorphisms
The claim follows by defining ψ and ϕ to be the common extension of the maps ψ n and ϕ n , respectively.
Let
) be any homeomorphism that fixes 0, and let ϕ 1 be either of the two lifts of ψ 1 , such that It is now straightforward to verify that there is a lift ϕ n+1 , extending ϕ n , satisfying 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.11
As mentioned in Section 2, we consider certain triples of Jordan domains to facilitate the construction. These are defined as follows.
Definition (Partial configuration).
Let f : X → Y be vanilla. A triple (D, U, V ) of Jordan domains in Y is called a partial configuration for f if all the following hold:
These partial configurations are easy to work with because their preimages have a very specific and extremely simple structure, as described in the following proposition. This structure is illustrated in Figure 1 . In this proposition, and subsequently, if U is a domain, then we denote by m U the number of critical values of f in U . (Of course m U = m U (f ) depends on the function f , but we suppress f from the notation since it will be fixed whenever this notation is used.)
Proposition (Structure of partial configurations).
Let f : X → Y be vanilla, and suppose that (D, U, V ) is a partial configuration. Let γ be a crosscut of D that separates U from V . Let z and w be its endpoints on ∂D, labeled such that U is on the left of γ and V is on the right of γ when γ is oriented from z to w.
Label the preimagesz 1 , . . . ,z d of z on ∂D and the preimagesw 1 , . . . ,w d of w on ∂D in positive orientation such thatw 1 is betweenz 1 andz 2 ; here d = m U + m V + 1 is the degree of f onD. This determines the labeling up to the choice ofz 1 .
Then the choice ofz 1 can be made in such a way that the preimage components of f −1 (γ) ∩D connect these preimages as follows. Remark. We allow the case where m U = 0 or m V = 0, in which case the preimage domainsŨ andṼ from Definition 4.1 may not be unique. In this case, the claim should be understood as follows: for all valid choices ofŨ andṼ , there is a choice ofz 1 satisfying the properties listed. By the above, every face contains exactly one preimage component of U or of V , and is mapped with the same degree as this component. It follows that the setŨ from Definition 4.1 is contained in an L-face of degree m U + 1, and there are m V further Lfaces, all of which are simple. Similarly,Ṽ is contained in a an R-face of degree m V + 1, and there are a further m U R-faces, all simple.
Consider the dual graph G to this picture, where each face represents a vertex, and two faces are connected if they are adjacent; in other words if they have a common component of f −1 (γ) in their boundary. By the remarks above, G is a connected graph with d edges and m U + m V + 2 = d + 1 vertices. So G is a tree. Moreover, G has one vertex of degree m U + 1 corresponding toŨ , one of degree m V + 1, corresponding toṼ , and a further d − 1 vertices, all of which are leaves (vertices of degree 1).
Since G is connected, the vertices representingŨ andṼ must be connected by a simple path in G, and since all other vertices are leaves, this path must in fact be an edge. This Figure 1 . The initial preimage (left) and image (right) in Proposition 4.2. Note that the domains U and V may look very complicated geometrically, but topologically we are speaking simply of a configuration of two discs within a larger disc, as shown here. Black discs on the left are preimage components of U , while grey discs are preimage components of V . For this example we have taken m U = 1 and m V = 2. We stress that, in general, D will have other preimage components; these are not illustrated.
edge corresponds to some component of f −1 (γ). We choosez 1 to be the preimage of z contained in this component. It then follows that the description is indeed as above.
We will deduce Theorem 1.11 from the following proposition, which is the crux of our construction.
Proposition (Extending partial configurations).
Let f : X → Y be vanilla, and let (D n ) ∞ n=1 be the sequence from Proposition 3.3. Suppose that n ≥ 1 and that (D n , U, V ) is a partial configuration for f . Set n = n + m V .
Then there exists U U , such that (D n , U , V ) is a partial configuration, and such thatŨ contains all the connected components of f −1 (U ) ∩D n .
Proof. For simplicity of notation, set m . . = m V . Observe that if m = 0, thenŨ is connected by Proposition 4.2, and there is nothing to prove. So we may assume that n > n. We must describe how U is extended to U . We apply Proposition 4.2 to the partial configuration (D n , U, V ), and use the notation given there in the following paragraphs. We begin by constructing a curve α connecting the point w ∈ ∂D n to ∂D n in such a way that there is a curve contained in f −1 (α) connecting the pointw m+1 to ∂D n and passing through all the critical points iñ D n \D n k . This construction proceeds as follows. First let τ be the arc obtained from Proposition 3.4, with ζ = ζ 1 . . =w m+1 . Then set α 1 = τ . Let ω 1 be the endpoint of τ on ∂D n+1 . Recall that all critical points of f are simple. It follows that the component of f −1 (τ ) containing ζ 1 contains two points of f −1 (ω 1 ), sayω Let Γ 0 be a Jordan curve in D n \ (U ∪ V ∪ (β m \ {w})) obtained as follows. We begin at w, proceed along an arc outside of D n that connects w to z, running around β m in negative orientation, and returning to w from z via the curve γ from Proposition 4.2. So Γ 0 surrounds V and β m \ {w}, but not U .
Then the preimage of Γ 0 consists of m U simple preimages of Γ 0 , and one loop that is mapped by f as a degree 2m + 1 covering of circles. Each of the simple preimages contains the component of f −1 (γ) connectingz j andw j for some j ∈ {m + 2, . . . , n + 1}, and is a loop surrounding the corresponding simple R-face. The remaining loop passes (in positive orientation) throughw m+1 ,z 1 ,w 1 ,z 2 ,w 2 , . . . ,w m ,z m+1 , and then through the componentsD 1 n , . . . ,D m n . Now consider an arc Γ, not intersecting V ∪ CV(f ) and not intersecting U except in one endpoint, defined as follows. The arc starts at some point µ ∈ ∂U , and runs around β m and V k m times in negative orientation; in other words, in the same manner as Γ 0 . On its last loop it enters D n at the point z, traversing along the arc γ and ending at w. Hence Γ is homotopic (in D n \ CV(f )) to a curve that connects µ to w within the left half of D n \ γ, and then traverses Γ 0 m times.
Since Γ does not contain any critical values, every component of f −1 (Γ) is an arc beginning on the boundary of some preimage component of U , and ending in a preimage of w. Let j ∈ {1, . . . , m} and consider the componentΓ j of Γ that starts on the boundary of the simple preimage of U contained in the L-face bounded by an arc connectingw j andz j+1 . Our discussion of the structure of f −1 (Γ 0 ) shows that, for j < m,Γ j ends at the preimagew j+1 of w on the boundary of the discD 
of partial configurations such that (U k ) and (V k ) are increasing sequences. Furthermore, the sequences can be chosen such that every component of f −1 (U 1 ) is contained inŨ k for sufficiently large k, and similarly for the components of f −1 (V 1 ).
of partial configurations, with n k → ∞, such that when k is odd we have
and when k is even we have
This sequence is defined recursively using Proposition 4.3. To anchor the recursion, we simply set n 1 . . = 1, let V 1 be a sufficiently small disc around the critical value of f in D 1 , and let U 1 be any Jordan domain whose closure is contained in D 1 and disjoint from V 1 . It is easy to check that this is indeed a partial configuration. Now suppose that (D n k , U k , V k ) has been defined for k ≥ 1. If k is odd, we apply Proposition 4.3 with n = n k , U = U k and V = V k . Setting n k+1
. . = n , U k+1 . . = U and V k+1
. . = V k , we obtain another partial configuration satisfying 4.1. If k is even, then we similarly apply Proposition 4.3, but interchanging the roles of U k and V k . This completes the construction.
Let W be a connected component of f −1 (U 1 ). Then there is some N such that W ⊂D n for n ≥ N . Let K be odd such that n K ≥ N . Then
for k > K, as desired (and similarly for f −1 (V 1 )). This completes the proof.
The proof of Theorem 1.11 is now quite straightforward.
Proof of Theorem 1.11. Set
where U k and V k are as in Corollary 4.4. Then U and V are increasing unions of simplyconnected domains and so are simply-connected. Moreover, U ∩ V = ∅. LetŨ be the component of f −1 (U ) containingŨ k for all k. Then f −1 (U 1 ) ⊂Ũ by assumption. Choose x ∈ f −1 (U ), and let γ be a curve in U connecting f (x) and some point y of U 1 without passing through any critical values. Then there is a curvẽ γ ⊂ f −1 (U ) connecting x to a point in f −1 (y) ⊂ f −1 (U 1 ) ⊂Ũ , and hence x ∈Ũ . So
We also observe that we can ensure that the domains U and V of Theorem 1.11 have a common boundary, as promised in Remark 1.13.
Observation (Common boundary).
The domains U and V in Theorem 1.11 can be chosen such that ∂U = ∂V .
Proof. Let d be a metric on X. In the setting of Proposition 4.3, we claim that the distance d(U , v) can be chosen arbitrarily small for all v ∈ ∂V .
To prove this, we let ε > 0, and choose a simply-connected domain U 1 such that U ⊂ U 1 ⊂ U 1 ⊂ D n \ V , and such that every point of ∂V has distance at most ε from U 1 . Then (D n , U 1 , V ) is also a partial configuration, and we can apply Proposition 4.3. The resulting domain U has the required properties. Now let (ε k ) be a sequence of positive real numbers tending to zero. In the k-th step of the inductive construction in Corollary 4.4, apply the above observation for ε = ε k . For the resulting domains U and V , let v ∈ ∂V , and let δ > 0. Then, for all sufficiently large k, B(v, δ) intersects V k , and hence ∂V k ∩ B(v, δ) = ∅. If k is chosen odd and sufficiently large that ε k < δ, then it follows that U k contains a point of distance at most 2δ from v. As v and δ were arbitrary, we have shown ∂V ⊂ ∂U . The converse inclusion follows analogously.
Proof of Corollary 1.12. First we apply Theorem 1.11 to obtain two disjoint simplyconnected domains U and V each with connected preimage. Since f has infinite degree on f −1 (V ), and f is vanilla, V ∩ CV(f ) is infinite. Set U 1 . . = U and then again apply Theorem 1.11 to the restriction f : f −1 (V ) → V . We obtain two simply-connected subdomains of V , each with connected preimage. The result follows by induction.
Examples
In this section, we show how to deduce Theorem 1.2, Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.7 from Theorem 1.11.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let f (z) = e z + z. The critical points of f are c m = (2m + 1)πi, with m ∈ Z, and the corresponding critical values are v m = (2m+1)πi−1. Furthermore, it is easy to see that f has no finite asymptotic values. By Proposition 3.2, f is a branched covering map from C to C, and by the above statements on critical values, f is vanilla. The result then follows by Corollary 1.12.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let f (z) = tan z + z. Let U be the upper half-plane given by U . . = {z : Im z > 0}, and we note that f −1 (U ) = U . Observe also that f has no asymptotic values, and that U contains no poles of f .
The critical points of f in U , which are all simple, are
The critical values of f in U are
and so each critical value has a unique critical preimage. By Proposition 3.2, f : U → U is vanilla, and the result follows by Corollary 1.12.
Remark. The dynamics of the function f from Theorem 1.5 were studied in [BFJK17] .
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Bergweiler [Ber02] introduced the transcendental entire function
It was shown in [Ber02] that f has a completely invariant Fatou component U , such that 0 ∈ ∂U and (0, ∞) ⊂ U . It was also shown that 0 is the only finite asymptotic value of f , and that f has infinitely many critical values, all of which lie in a real interval of the form (0, c) ⊂ U , and which accumulate only on the origin. All critical points of f are simple, real and positive, and clearly also lie in U ; see [Ber02, Figure 2 ]. By Proposition 3.2, to prove that f : U → U is vanilla we would need to show that each critical value of f only has one critical preimage. Although this is likely to be the case, it seems quite complicated to prove.
Instead, we use quasiconformal maps to find a function "close" to f with the properties we require. Let the critical points of f be (c k
HenceB k and B k are in U , theB k are pairwise disjoint, and f :B k → B k is proper. Let ϕ : C → C be a quasiconformal map such that ϕ(D) = D, such that ϕ(z) = z for z ∈ ∂D, and such that ϕ(0) = 1/2. We then define a quasiregular map G : C → C by
It is easy to see that G is indeed quasiregular, with the same quasiconstant as ϕ. Moreover, G has the same critical points as f , all of which are simple, and the critical values of G are
Since G is a quasiregular mapping of the plane, it follows by Stoïlow factorisation that there is a transcendental entire function g and a quasiconformal map ψ :
It can be seen that AV(g) = {0}. The critical points of g are simple, and given by ψ −1 (c k ), for k ∈ N. The critical values of g are equal to f (c k ) + r k /2, for k ∈ N, and all lie in U . Thus the (infinitely many) critical values of g accumulate only at 0, and g is in the Eremenko-Lyubich class. Moreover, each critical point of g has exactly one critical preimage.
We have shown that g : ψ −1 (U ) → U is vanilla. By Corollary 1.12, it follows that there are disjoint simply-connected domains U 1 , U 2 , . . . ⊂ U each with connected preimage in
, this completes the proof. It remains to show that each U j can be assumed to be bounded. That this is possible is easily seen as follows. Let T > 0 be such that CV(g) ⊂ (0, T ], and let U 1 ⊂ U be a bounded simply-connected domain containing (0, T ]. It is easy to see that g −1 (U 1 ) is also connected. Then the claim follows by applying Corollary 1.12 to the vanilla function
6. Proof of Theorem 1.8
We now turn to our construction of an entire function f having two simply-connected domains with connected preimages, each containing a logarithmic asymptotic value of f . (An asymptotic value a is logarithmic if there is a neighbourhood U of a and a connected componentŨ of f −1 (U ) such that f :Ũ → U \ {a} is a universal covering map.) Similarly as in Theorem 1.11, we could introduce a topological class of functions to which our methods apply. For definiteness and simplicity, let us instead study the explicitly given entire function
Here erf is the error function erf(z) . . = 2 √ π z 0 exp(−w 2 ) dw; the equality in (6.1) is obtained by an explicit calculation. We shall use the following properties of f .
Lemma (Properties of f ).
The function f is an odd entire function, real on the real axis with f (R) = (−1, 1), and satisfying f ({iy : y > 0}) = f ({iy : y < 0}) = {iy : y ∈ R}.
The critical points of f are all simple and given by z n = i · 2n+1 2 π, for n ∈ Z. The critical values ζ n . . = f (z n ) are all purely imaginary, and distinct critical points have distinct critical values. Moreover, Im ζ n is positive for even n, and negative for odd n.
In addition, there are exactly two asymptotic values, namely 1 and −1, and with f (x) → ±1 as x → ±∞. These are logarithmic asymptotic values and there is exactly one tract over each. That is, let U be a sufficiently small Jordan domain containing a ∈ {−1, 1}, and letŨ be the connected component of f −1 (U ) containing an infinite piece of the real axis. Then f :Ũ → U \ {a} is a universal covering, while all other components of f −1 (U ) are mapped conformally to U by f .
Proof. The function f is odd as it is the integral of an even function with f (0) = 0. Since the integrand is real and positive on the real axis, f is real and strictly increasing on R.
Since erf(x) → ±1 as x → ±∞, the same is true for f . In particular, f (R) = (−1, 1), and −1 and 1 are asymptotic values of f . The critical points of f are the zeros of cosh, which are as stated in the lemma; they are simple since cosh has only simple zeros. Furthermore, f is imaginary on the imaginary axis. Indeed, if t ∈ R, then
For n ≥ 0, set t n . . = 2n+1 2 π and α n . . = α(t n ). Observe that α 0 > 0. Since ζ −n = −ζ n−1 for all n, the following claim implies that all ζ n are indeed pairwise distinct, and that Im ζ n is positive if and only if n is even.
Claim. The sequence |α n | is strictly increasing and α n is positive exactly for even n.
Proof. Note that α n+1 = α n + β n , where
Note that β n is positive exactly when n is odd. We now estimate β n from below in terms of α n . Note that |α(t)| ≤ exp(t 2 ) for all t. A simple estimate shows that
Hence |α n+1 | > |α n | for all n, and α n+1 has the same sign as β n . This proves the claim.
Note that the order of f (see [Nev53,  [BE95] or Section 8 for definitions.) As the set of critical values of f is discrete, every asymptotic value a of f is an isolated point of S(f ). Hence any singularity over a is logarithmic, and therefore direct. So m = m direct ≤ 2, and there are no asymptotic values except −1 and 1, as claimed.
In summary, f has a structure similar to a vanilla function, apart from the two asymptotic values. Let CV + (f ) = {ζ n : n ≥ 0} denote the set of critical values corresponding to critical points with positive imaginary part, and let CV − (f ) = CV(f ) \ CV + (f ) denote the set of critical values corresponding to critical points with negative imaginary part.
Recall that we defined the notion of partial configurations only for vanilla functions; we shall next introduce a version of this notion specific to our function f .
Definition (Partial configuration).
A triple (D, U, V ) of Jordan domains is called a partial configuration (for the function f from (6.1)) if all the following hold.
LetŨ andṼ be the components of f −1 (U ) and f −1 (V ), respectively, that contain an infinite piece of the real axis. ThenD ∩ C(f ) ⊂Ũ ∪Ṽ .
The mapping properties of f on a partial configuration are illustrated in Figure 4 and in the following analogue of Proposition 4.2.
Proposition (Structure of partial configurations).
Suppose that (D, U, V ) is a partial configuration, and let γ be a crosscut of D that separates U from V . Then:
(a) The boundary ∂D consists of two injective curve tending to infinity in both directions: one in the upper half-plane (the upper boundary ∂ +D ) and one in the lower half-plane (the lower boundary ∂ −D ). Figure 1 , so we do not repeat it here. Shown is the preimage component D of D, where shades of grey indicate preimages of U and V , and white and black circles indicate preimages of w and z respectively. We stress again that this picture is topological rather than geometrically accurate. We also remind the reader that D has other preimage components under f ; these are not illustrated. The components of (f −1 (U ) \Ũ ) ∩D contained in a face whose boundary intersects the lower boundary ofD will be labelled (Ũ Recall that any component of f −1 (U ) different fromŨ is mapped conformally by f , and hence contained in a simple face that is mapped conformally to D L . The analogous statement holds for the preimages of D R , so we see that there are exactly two non-simple faces, namely the faceD L containingŨ and the faceD R containingṼ . Since no simple face is adjacent to more than one other face, andD is connected, we see thatD L and D R are adjacent, and that every simple face is adjacent to one of these two.
Letγ be the component of f −1 (γ) that separatesŨ andṼ inD. Recall that R ⊂D, and thatŨ (resp.Ṽ ) contain an infinite piece of the negative (resp. positive) real axis. It follows thatγ must have one endpoint in the upper half-plane and one endpoint in the lower half-plane.
It remains to establish (a). Since ∂D contains no singular values andD is unbounded, every component of ∂D is an injective curve tending to infinity in both directions, and f maps this component to ∂D as a universal covering. We must show that there are only two such components. To do so, we claim that there is exactly one component of f −1 (A) adjacent toŨ (and similarly forṼ ). In other words, ∂Ũ and ∂Ṽ are connected. Let U be obtained from U by removing, for each critical value c ∈ U , an arc δ c connecting c to ∂U , in such a way that these arcs are pairwise disjoint. LetŨ be the connected component of f −1 (U ) containing an infinite piece of the real axis. By Lemma 6.1, f :Ũ → U is a universal covering, and every other component of f −1 (U ) is mapped conformally. SinceŨ contains only finitely many critical points, it follows that there are only finitely many preimage components of U inŨ . The claim follows easily, as does the fact that ∂D has only two connected components.
The central part of our construction is a method for extending partial configurations, in the same spirit as Proposition 4.3.
Proposition (Extending partial configurations).
Suppose that (D, U, V ) is a partial configuration, and let P be a connected component of
Moreover, for any R > 0, this configuration can be chosen such that B(0, R) ⊂ D .
Proof. We first prove the proposition without the final statement. We may assume that P =Ũ (otherwise, there is nothing to prove). Let γ be as in Proposition 6.3 and recall that P is contained in a simple face adjacent to the faceD R containingṼ . The boundary of this simple face consists of a preimage of γ and a piece of ∂D; we may assume without loss of generality that this piece belongs to the lower boundary ofD. (Otherwise, since f (z) = f (z), for z ∈ C, we can replace D, U and V by their reflections in the real axis.) Let p ≥ 1 be such that the P =Ũ − p . (In Figure 5 , p = 2.) We now extend D to a Jordan domain D ⊃ D such that:
This can be achieved by the same technique as in the proof of Proposition 3.3: First extend D to D 1 such thatD 1 . . = comp R (f −1 (D 1 )) contains at least p points of C(f ) \D whose images have positive imaginary part. Then remove all critical values whose critical preimages are not inD 1 as in Proposition 3.3. We can also remove arcs connecting the points of CV − (f )∩D 1 to ∂D 1 without intersecting D. Observe that the critical preimage of any such arc lies in the lower half-plane, and hence does not separateD ⊃ R from any of the critical points in the upper half-plane. Finally, remove any excess critical values in CV + (f ) exactly as in Proposition 3.3. It now remains to extend U to U . Let w be the endpoint of γ in the upper halfplane, and z its endpoint in the lower half-plane. As in the proof of Proposition 4.3, we construct an arc α joining w to ∂D so that all the critical values in D \ D lie on α, and such that one connected componentα of f −1 (α) contains all points of C(f ) ∩D \D. Then we let β be the sub-arc of α starting at w and ending at the last critical value on α.
Consider an arc Γ, not intersecting V ∪ CV(f ) and not intersecting U except in one endpoint, defined as follows. The arc starts at some point µ ∈ ∂U , and runs around β and V exactly p times in negative orientation. On its last loop it enters D at the point z, traversing along the arc γ and ending at w.
Take a thin channel W containing the Jordan arc Γ∪β, in such a way that U . . = U ∪W is simply-connected. By an argument similar to that in the proof of Proposition 4.3 it can be shown thatŨ contains bothŨ andŨ 
. By extending U appropriately to include these two arcs, we easily obtain U ⊃ U such thatŨ . . = compŨ (f −1 (U )) contains C(f ) ∩ (D \D ). We leave the details to the reader.
Remark (Symmetry).
Recall that f is odd. Hence, if (D, U, V ) is a partial configuration for f , then so is Applying the preceding step inductively, we obtain the following fact, which easily implies Theorem 1.8.
Proposition (Sequence of configurations).
There is a sequence
of partial configurations such that (D k ), (U k ) and (V k ) are increasing sequences, and such that every component of f −1 (U 1 ) is contained iñ U k for sufficiently large k, and similarly for the components of f −1 (V 1 ).
Proof. Let U 1 be a small disc containing −1, let V 1 be a small disc containing 1, and let D 1 be a simply-connected neighbourhood of [−1, 1] containing U 1 ∪ V 1 and such that
be an enumeration of the countable set N × N × {−, +}. We may assume that k( ) ≤ for all . We now describe how we construct (
First suppose that k is even, say k = 2 with ≥ 1. Set
(Recall the notation for the connected components of f −1 (U k( ) ) ∩D k( ) from Proposition 6.3.) We apply Proposition 6.4 to obtain a partial configuration (
. Now suppose that k is odd, say k = 2 + 1. Using Remark 6.5, we proceed exactly as in the previous step, but with the roles of U and V exchanged. So we obtain a partial
This completes the inductive construction. Let P be any connected component of f −1 (U 1 ). We must show that P ⊂Ũ k for sufficiently large k.
σ j for some j ≥ 1 and σ ∈ {−, +}. Let be such that k( ) = k 0 , j( ) = j and σ( ) = σ; recall that ≥ k 0 . So, by construction,
The same argument applies to preimage components of f −1 (V 1 ), and the proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 1.8. Set
The result follows in exactly the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1.11.
Remark (More asymptotic values).
For any 2 ≤ d ≤ ∞, it should be possible to use a similar construction to obtain an entire function f having d logarithmic asymptotic values (a j ) d j=1 , and pairwise disjoint simply-connected domains (U j ) d j=1 with a j ∈ U j , such that f −1 (U j ) is connected for all j.
The error in Baker's proof
In this section we briefly outline the proof in [Bak70] , and highlight where the error occurs. As mentioned earlier, the proof in [Bak70] amounts to a positive answer to Question 1.1, so we suppose that f is a transcendental entire function, and that G 1 and G 2 are disjoint simply-connected domains each with connected preimage. Baker attempts to deduce a contradiction from this.
Baker uses a well-known result, known as the Gross star theorem [Nev53, p. 292, ¶ 247], which we also use later. 
Theorem (Gross star theorem).
Suppose that f is a transcendental entire function and that ϕ is a holomorphic branch of the inverse of f defined in a neighbourhood of a point w. Then, for almost all ϑ ∈ [0, 2π), the branch ϕ can be continued analytically along the ray {w + t · e iϑ : t ≥ 0}.
Baker begins by choosing a point z 1 ∈ G 1 , with simple preimages p 1 and q 1 . Let ϕ p and ϕ q be the branches of f −1 taking z 1 to p 1 and q 1 , respectively. By Theorem 7.1, there is a line segment γ joining z 1 to a point z 2 ∈ G 2 such that both branches can be continued analytically along γ. Then γ p . . = ϕ p (γ) is an arc joining p 1 to a point p 2 ∈ f −1 (z 2 ), and likewise γ q . . = ϕ q (γ) joins q 1 to a different preimage q 2 ∈ f −1 (z 2 ). For each k ∈ {1, 2}, we know that f −1 (G k ) is connected by assumption, and so we can let β k ⊂ f −1 (G k ) be an arc joining p k and q k . The curves β 1 and β 2 may intersect the arcs γ p and γ q in some interior points. Baker notes that by taking suitable subcurves, γ p of γ p , γ q of γ q , β 1 of β 1 , and β 2 of β 2 , there is a bounded quadrilateral D with boundary β 1 ∪ γ p ∪ β 2 ∪ γ q ; see the left-hand side of Figure 6 . Since G 1 and G 2 are simply-connected, the curves f (β 1 ) and f (β 2 ) cannot surround z 2 and z 1 , respectively. Observe that
Baker's claim is that an entire function cannot map a quadrilateral in this manner, since otherwise f (D) must be unbounded, which is impossible for bounded D; see Figure 6 .
However, as pointed out by Duval (personal communication), it is topologically quite possible for f (D) to be bounded, in the absence of additional assumptions. This can been seen in the right-hand side of Figure 7 .
It is interesting to note a key feature of Figure 7 : although G 2 is simply-connected, it still "loops around" z 1 sufficiently far as to intersect γ again. It is this "looping" which leads to the boundedness of f (D). By examining Figure 7 , it can be seen this would not occur if we chose the point z 2 ∈ γ ∩ G 2 in the other component of γ ∩ G 2 . This explains how the intricate "looping" behaviour arises in the proof in Proposition 4.3. Indeed, consider the case of that proposition where n = 1 and m V = 1. In this case, our construction leads exactly to the structure from Figure 7 .
We remark that there is another way in which Baker's argument can fail, where instead of one of the domains looping entirely around they other, both partly loop around the curve γ; see Figure 8 . The following proposition shows that Baker's method of proof does apply whenever neither kind of looping occurs. We shall use it in the next section.
Proposition (Baker's argument).
Suppose that f is analytic in a simply-connected domain U . Suppose that γ p , γ q ⊂ U are disjoint arcs on both of which f is injective, and with γ . . = f (γ p ) = f (γ q ). Let p 1 and p 2 be the endpoints of γ p , and let q 1 and q 2 be the endpoints of γ q . We may choose the labelling such that z 1 . . = f (p 1 ) = f (q 1 ) and z 2 . . = f (p 2 ) = f (q 2 ). Let β 1 , β 2 ⊂ U be two arcs such that β k joins p k and q k , and such that C 1 . . = f (β 1 ) and C 2 . . = f (β 2 ) are disjoint. Then every point ζ ∈ γ\(C 1 ∪C 2 ) is on the boundary of a bounded connected component of C \ (C 1 ∪ C 2 ∪ γ).
Proof. Let ζ ∈ γ \ (C 1 ∪ C 2 ), and let ζ be the preimage of ζ on
Let ∆ be a disc around ζ chosen small enough that f (∆) does not intersect C 1 ∪C 2 , and let V be the connected component of f (D ∩∆) with ζ ∈ ∂V . Since V ⊂ f (D), it follows that V is contained in a bounded component of C \ (C 1 ∪ C 2 ∪ γ), as claimed.
Remark (Winding behaviour).
In order to illustrate how the conclusion of the proposition reflects the "looping" behaviour mentioned above (and illustrated in Figures 7 and 8) , we remark that it can be reformulated as follows. Suppose that ζ ∈ γ \ (C 1 ∪ C 2 ). Then there is k ∈ {1, 2} such that either C k intersects γ on both sides of ζ, or C k ∪ γ contains a Jordan curve surrounding ζ.
Indeed, the reformulation clearly implies the conclusion as stated. Conversely, suppose that ζ is on the boundary of such a bounded component V of C \ (C 1 ∪ C 2 ∪ γ). We may suppose that C 1 and C 2 intersect γ on different sides of ζ, and that neither curve surrounds ζ, as otherwise there is nothing to show. Let γ be the connected component of γ \ (C 1 ∪ C 2 ) containing ζ; then γ is a cross-cut of the unbounded connected component
There must be a second piece γ of γ such that γ ∪ γ separates V from ∞ in W . By assumption, there is k ∈ {1, 2} such that both endpoints of γ belong to C k . Hence C k ∪ γ separates ζ from infinity, and the claim follows by choosing a suitable non-intersecting sub-curve.
Note that the conclusion of Proposition 7.2 can be strengthened as follows when the curves β k and γ j bound a quadrilateral. (We do not require this fact in the remainder of the paper.) 7.4. Remark (The case of a quadrilateral). Suppose that, under the hypotheses of Proposition 7.2, additionally the arcs γ p , γ q , β 1 and β 2 intersect only in their endpoints, and hence bound a quadrilateral Q. Then f (Q) ∪ int(γ) is a neighbourhood of int(γ), and hence no point of γ can be connected to infinity without intersecting either C 1 or C 2 . It follows that, in this case, one of the curves C 1 and C 2 must surround the other.
Proof of Theorem 1.3
We begin with the following fact, which will be used to deduce Theorem 1.3(a).
Proposition (Compact full sets with connected preimages).
Let f be a transcendental entire function, and let K be a compact connected set, containing more than one point, such that f −1 (K) is connected. Then S(f ) ∩ W = ∅, where W is the unbounded connected component of C \ K.
To prove Proposition 8.1, we use the following fact: Near any singular value, there is an inverse branch ϕ and a simple closed curve along which ϕ can be continued in such a way as to obtain a different inverse branch at the same point. More precisely: In particular, there is w ∈ D having two different (simple) preimages ζ 1 , ζ 2 ∈D. Let β ⊂D be a polygonal arc from ζ 1 to ζ 2 . Then f (β ) is a closed curve, but may be self-intersecting. However, since f is locally injective on β , it follows that β contains a sub-arc β with the required properties.
We also need to observe that increasing a set with connected preimage to a larger domain does not change this property.
Lemma (Increasing sets with connected preimage).
Suppose that A ⊂ C is a connected set containing more than one point, such that f −1 (A) is connected. Then f −1 (G) is connected for every domain G containing A.
Proof. Let U be a connected component of f −1 (G). Again using [Hei57, Theorem 4'], every point in G, with at most one exception, has at least one preimage in U . In particular, U intersects, and hence contains f −1 (A). Thus there can be at most one such component.
Proof of Proposition 8.1. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that S(f ) ∩ W = ∅. By the Riemann mapping theorem, applied to W ∪ {∞}, there is a Jordan domain G ⊃ K, bounded by an analytic curve α, such that S(f ) ⊂ G. By Lemma 8.3, f −1 (G) is connected.
Let B(w, ε) ⊂ C \ G be a ball intersecting S(f ). By Lemma 8.2, there is a polygonal arc β 1 , joining points p 1 , q 1 ∈ C with z 1 . . = f (p 1 ) = f (q 1 ), such that f is injective on β 1 \ {q 1 }, and such that C 1 . . = f (β 1 ) ⊂ B(w, ) is a Jordan curve through z 1 . Using the Gross star theorem 7.1, we construct an arc γ that joins z 1 to a point z 2 ∈ G, along which the inverse branches ϕ p and ϕ q of f that map z 1 to p 1 and q 1 , respectively, can both be analytically continued. We can choose γ such that γ ∩ C 1 = {z 1 } and such that γ ∩ α consists of a single point, ζ.
We now have two preimages of z 2 , corresponding to the analytic continuation of ϕ p and of ϕ q , which we label p 2 and q 2 . These are joined to p 1 and q 1 , respectively, by disjoint preimage components γ p and γ q of γ. Also join p 2 and q 2 by an arc β 2 ⊂ f −1 (G).
By construction, the piece of γ connecting z 1 to ζ is contained in the unbounded connected component of C \ C 1 ∪ α. As α surrounds C 2 by definition, no point on this arc is on the boundary of a bounded connected component of C \ (C 1 ∪ C 2 ∪ γ). This contradicts Proposition 7.2.
We next show how to deduce Theorem 1.3(b) from Proposition 8.1, using the following simple fact. (Shrinking a simply-connected domain) . Suppose that f is a transcendental entire function, and that D is a simply-connected domain such that S(f ) ∩ D is compact, and letD be a connected component of
Proposition
Proof. This is shown in the second paragraph of [BFR15, Proof of Proposition 2.9].
We thus have the following strengthening of Theorem 1.3(b).
Corollary (Domains with compact intersection with S(f )).
Suppose that f is a transcendental entire function, and that G is a simply-connected domain such that G∩S(f ) is compact. We next record a strengthening of Theorem 1.3 (f) that concerns the accessibility of direct asymptotic values on ∂G 1 from G 1 . Here a ∈Ĉ is a direct asymptotic value of f if there is an open connected neighbourhood ∆ of a inĈ and a connected component∆ of f −1 (∆) such that a / ∈ f (∆). Observe that every Picard exceptional value (i.e., a value a for which f −1 (a) is finite) is direct; in particular, ∞ is always a direct asymptotic value of f .
Proposition (Accessible asymptotic values on boundaries).
Let f be a transcendental entire function and let ξ ∈Ĉ be a direct asymptotic value of f . Suppose that G 1 , G 2 are disjoint simply-connected domains such that
Proof. Let ∆ and∆ be as in the definition of a direct asymptotic value. If ∆ is chosen sufficiently small, then every value of ∆ \ {a} has infinitely many preimages in ∆ (this follows once more from [Hei57, Theorem 4']). By assumption, G 1 ∩ ∆ has a connected component ∆ 1 from which a is accessible. Choose a point z 1 ∈ ∆ 1 which is not a critical value. Then z 1 has infinitely many simple preimages in∆, each corresponding to a different branch of f −1 . Using Theorem 7.1, we construct a polygonal arc γ ⊂ ∆ 1 from z 1 to ξ, possibly with infinitely many pieces, such that these inverse branches can all be continued along γ \ {ξ}.
Let p ∈∆ ∩ f −1 (z 1 ), and let γ p ⊂∆ be the component of f −1 (γ) containing p. Since ξ has no preimages in U , the arc γ p connects p to ∞. Pick a second preimage q = p of z 1 in∆, and define γ q analogously. We also join p and q by an arc τ in f −1 (G 1 ) that does not intersect γ p ∪ γ q . Note that γ p ∪ τ ∪ γ q ⊂ f −1 (G 1 ) separates the plane into two complementary components; we claim that each such component D intersects f −1 (G 2 ). This implies that f −1 (G 2 ) is disconnected, as required. Let B denote the union of f (τ ) and its bounded complementary components. Then B is a compact subset of G 1 . Let w ∈ γ be a point so close to ξ that B does not intersect the arc of γ connecting w to ξ. Then w has a preimage on γ p ; sayw. Let W ⊂ G 1 be a small neighbourhood of w disjoint from B, and letW be the component of the preimage of W containingw. We may choose ζ ∈ D ∩W such that ζ is not a critical point and f (ζ) / ∈ γ. By choice of w, and since G 1 is simply-connected, the set B ∪ γ does not separate f (ζ) from G 2 .
Using the Gross star theorem 7.1, we find a polygonal curve Γ ⊂ C \ (B ∪ γ) from f (ζ) to a point of G 2 in such a way that the inverse branch of f that sends f (ζ) to ζ can be continued along Γ. Then the preimage of Γ is a curve in D that ends at a point of f −1 (G 2 ). This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let f be a transcendental entire function, and let G 1 , G 2 be disjoint simply-connected domains such that f −1 (G 1 ) is connected. In turn, we shall conclude from each assumption in Theorem 1.3 that f −1 (G 2 ) is disconnected. We begin with (a), so suppose that G 1 is bounded and G 1 does not separate G 2 from infinity. Set K . . = G 1 and let W be the unbounded connected component of C \ K. Then, by assumption,
Hence f is univalent on every component of f −1 (G 2 ), and in particular f −1 (G 2 ) is disconnected. Next, we turn to (b). If G 1 ∩ S(f ) is compactly contained in G 1 and f −1 (G 1 ) is connected, then by Corollary 8.5, S(f ) ⊂ G 1 . It follows as above that f −1 (G 2 ) is disconnected. Clearly (c) is a direct consequence of (b). Now suppose that (d) holds. We use a technique similar to the proof of part (iii) of the theorem of [BE08b] . By assumption, f −1 (G 1 ) contains a Jordan curve Γ, unbounded in both directions, such that f tends to an asymptotic value a 1 ∈Ĉ in one direction, and to a (possibly different) asymptotic value a 2 ∈Ĉ in the other. Since both ends of Γ represent different transcendental singularities, there is ε > 0 such that Γ has unbounded intersection with two different components of
# denotes spherical distance.) The Jordan curve Γ divides the plane into two components. As in the proof of Proposition 8.6, we claim that each such component D must meet f −1 (G 2 ), which is therefore disconnected. Otherwise, choose a point w ∈ G 2 , and consider the function
Then g is bounded and holomorphic in D and has finite limits as z tends to infinity along Γ. By a theorem of Lindelöf [Lin15, p. 9, ¶ 5], we have a 1 = a 2 and f (z) → a 1 as
(See also ¶ ¶ 36, 39 and 61 in [Nev53, Chapter III] .) This is a contradiction,
has an unbounded connected component. We now turn to (e). By way of contradiction, suppose that f −1 (G 2 ) is connected and ζ is accessible from both G 1 and G 2 . We can assume, by Proposition 8.6, that ζ is not a Picard exceptional point. Let ζ p and ζ q be two distinct preimages of ζ, and let ∆ be a disc around ζ. If ∆ is sufficiently small, then ∂∆ meets both G 1 and G 2 , and for each j ∈ {p, q} the component ∆ j of f −1 (∆) that contains ζ j has all the following properties;
• ∆ j is bounded and does not meet the other preimage component;
• ∆ j is mapped to ∆ as a degree d branched covering, where d is the local degree of f at ζ j ; • in particular, ∆ j contains no critical points of f except possibly ζ j , and also ∆ j ∩ f −1 (ζ) = {ζ j }.
For j ∈ {1, 2}, let γ j be an arc connecting ζ to a point of G j ∩ ∂∆ with the property that int(γ j ) ⊂ ∆ ∩ G j . Set γ = γ 1 ∪ γ 2 . Let z 1 and z 2 be the two endpoints of γ, with z j ∈ G j ∩ ∂∆.
For each j ∈ {p, q}, letγ j be the component of f −1 (γ) containing ζ j . Thenγ j is either an arc (corresponding to the case where ζ j is not a critical point), or a tree with just one vertex of order greater than one (at ζ j ). In either case, there is an arc γ j ⊂γ j such that f : γ j → γ is a homeomorphism. We let p k (k ∈ {1, 2}) be the point on γ p whose image is z k . We similarly let q k be the point on γ q whose image is z k .
For k ∈ {1, 2}, we can join p k and q k by an arc β k ⊂ f −1 (G k ). Set C k . . = f (β k ) and consider the set A k . . = C k ∪ γ k ⊂ G k ∪ {ζ}. Since G k is simply-connected, every bounded connected component of C\A k is contained in G k , and does not contain ζ on its boundary. Furthermore, A 1 ∩ A 2 = {ζ} is connected, so by Janiszewski's theorem there are no other bounded connected complementary components of A 1 ∪ A 2 = C 1 ∪ C 2 ∪ γ. This is impossible by Proposition 7.2. We have obtained the desired contradiction.
Observe that (f) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 8.6. Now assume that (g) holds; i.e. that G 1 ∩G 2 = ∅, and suppose by way of contradiction that f −1 (G 2 ) is connected. It follows by [Why42, Theorem VI.3.1] that there is a Jordan curve Γ, which may pass through ∞, that separates the plane into two components, one containing G 1 and the other containing G 2 .
For j ∈ {1, 2}, let V j be the connected component of C \ Γ containing G j . Then f −1 (V j ) is connected by Lemma 8.3. If Γ is bounded, then one of the V j , say V 1 , is bounded. Clearly V 1 = V 1 ∪ Γ does not separate V 2 from infinity, contradicting (a).
On the other hand, if Γ is unbounded, then both V j are simply-connected and every point of ∂V 1 = ∂V 2 = Γ is accessible from both V 1 and V 2 . This contradicts (e).
Finally, as noted earlier, (h) is an immediate consequence of [BE08a, Theorem 1].
Appendix
In this final part of the paper we list, for the convenience of the research community, various papers whose results are impacted by the problem found. Note that this list is not necessarily complete; some of the papers in this list are very heavily cited, as they include other influential results that are not in doubt, and so it is difficult to be sure that every issue has been identified. Most papers that use these theorems are dynamical, and so our constructions give no additional information on whether their results are correct. We have identified just one explicitly stated result that is now seen to be false. This is [BE08a, Theorem 2], which states that if f is an entire function of finite order, and a ∈ C is either a critical value or a locally omitted value, then any simply-connected region that does not contain a has disconnected preimage. Theorem 1.2 can be seen to be a counter-example to this assertion. No other papers use [BE08a, Theorem 2].
We mention also that the preprint [DS18] attempts to give a "complementary proof" of Baker's original result regarding completely invariant Fatou components. Unfortunately, the proof does not use the dynamics of the function in an essential way. Therefore it also runs afoul of our construction, and would effectively contradict Theorem 1.2.
We end with three lists of results that use the potentially flawed theorems. The first list contains those results that use the potentially flawed theorems, but can been seen nonetheless to hold. 
